
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

M Fernholz, J Jones, M Herrmann, S Volbrecht 
Dr G Moore 

    

   

-Approaching the winning post SO SI BONNE moved down checking AMITY MARLOW. Turning into the back straight EMERLEY STORM 
checked off the heels of SO SI BONNE. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner MAX JAKE. 
ACCELERATE was slow to begin and DYNA FIZZ went up with the lids. Shortly after the start PRETORIA SON moved down checking 
DYNA FIZZ. On the first turn DYNA FIZZ moved out checking PRETORIA SON. Approaching the turn into the back straight EMERLEY 
SENOR moved down checking PRETORIA SON.  
                

     

 

 
INJURY 

 
10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

-A swab sample was taken from the winner TARWYN PARK. 
TARWYN PARK was slow to begin. Shortly after the start TARWYN PARK checked off the heels of MISS THURSDAY as it moved down 
towards the rail. On the first turn RHYNSTONE HAWK moved out checking MISS THURSDAY. Along the home straight CHADDY 
WHACKER moved out checking SPRING SPINNER. 
-FAB JESSIE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ON FIRE. 
Turning into the home straight on the final occasion ASTON HARVEY and ACHERON came together and bumped. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start LUPE FIASCO moved down checking DESTINI MERMAID. 
                

     

 INJURY 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HOT MARLOW. 
EMERLEY NOLAN was very slow to begin. On the first turn CASH FOR JAM checked off the heels of SPLISH SPLASHIN’. Turning into the 
home straight EMERLEY NOLAN moved down checking MATRICULATE causing MATRICULATE to drop back checking SPLISH 
SPLASHIN’. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner BORN BILLY. 
TEMERITY was slow to begin. Turning into the back straight JAY’S ACE checked off the heels of DESTINI SURFER. Entering the back 
straight SNAKEBITE BALE checked off the heels of DREAM A LITTLE then moved out checking AGENT KADE. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start WINDMILL HAZE moved out checking FOX GAMBLER then several strides later LARRIKIN LOCKY moved down 
checking FOX GAMBLER. Entering the back straight BEAN MONELLI checked off the heels of MY BOY TYLER then moved out checking 
SWEEPING STRIKES. Turning off the back straight SWEEPING STRIKES moved down checking MY BOY TYLER. Approaching the turn 
into the home straight BEAN MONELLI moved out checking MY BOY TYLER causing MY BOY TYLER to be turned sideways. 



                

     

   

-SPRING SHIRL was slow to begin. Approaching the winning post INNAMINCKA moved down checking HALF A MILL. On the first turn 
CHARLIE CHOPS moved out checking EDISON BALE taking HALF A MILL wide. Turning off the back straight INNAMINCKA moved down 
checking CHARLIE CHOPS causing CHARLIE CHOPS to drop back checking HALF A MILL. Along the home straight CHARLIE CHOPS 
appeared to have cramped. 
-CHARLIE CHOPS was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO HAVE CRAMPED. Trainer Mr K. MURNANE was advised that under GAR 
71, CHARLIE CHOPS will be required to complete a satisfactory trial over a similar distance prior to being eligible to compete further or be 
nominated for any event. 
                 

     

   

-Stewards noted that ZIPPING WALDO raced with a dislodged muzzle for the entire race. 
On the first turn CASH PRODUCER checked off the heels of VICTA ROZ then WILLOW BUBBLES raced wide. Turning into the back 
straight ZIPPING WALDO got his foot caught in the muzzle due to the muzzle being dislodged. Turning into the home straight WILLOW 
BUBBLES moved out from behind EMERLEY MINE looking for a clear run. 
-ZIPPING WALDO was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
-Stewards noted that ZIPPING WALDO raced with a dislodged muzzle for the entire race. 
 

INJURIES NIL   

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS MAX JAKE (R2) 
TARWYN PARK (R3) 

ON FIRE (R4) 
HOT MARLOW (R6) 

BORN BILLY (R7) 

SUSPENSIONS CHARLIE CHOPS CRAMP 1 STAT 

FINES ISSUED NIL   
 


